
Attachment 1

Customer and Licensee Information

Customer Information:

· Legal Entity Name: University of California - San Diego
· Address: 9500 Gilman Dr, 92093-5004 La Jolla, United States
· Contact Individual:
· Business Partner ID: 
Customer is Licensee for all purposes under the License Agreement.

Customer will supply Licensor with an initial list of its IP addresses used for the access to the Content (if not
already supplied to Licensor) prior to the Commencement Date, and shall notify Licensor of any IP address
changes. Licensor reserves the right to confirm accuracy of the IP address(es) supplied before grant of access.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this License Agreement, notifications of IP address changes may
be made in electronic format. Licensor’s obligation to timely provide access to the Content under this License
Agreement is conditioned on Licensee’s provision of its IP addresses.

Customer represents that neither Customer nor any Licensee is currently the subject or target of any
sanctions imposed by the sanctions authority of any government and agrees that it will not supply Licensor
with any IP Address that may provide access to the Content to any entity or person when providing such
access would violate applicable sanctions. Licensor may unilaterally terminate this License Agreement, either
in whole or with respect to a particular Licensee, with immediate effect on written notice if Licensor has
reasonable grounds to believe that either (i) Customer is in breach of that representation or (ii) Licensor may
violate applicable sanctions by the provision of access to Content under the License Agreement due to a
change in law or the placement of an entity or person on a sanctions black list
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Product Terms (C3)
eBooks – Single Titles

1. Term and Access Rights

1.1. The Term shall begin on January 01, 2022 (the “Commencement Date”) and shall continue subject to
all terms and conditions of this License Agreement

1.2. Licensee shall have access to the Individual eBooks indicated in Section 3.1 as Archive Content, subject
to all terms and conditions of this License Agreement

2. Cessation of Publication

If Individual eBooks listed in Section 3.1 cease to be available or are not published within one year from
the Commencement Date, upon Licensee’s written request, Licensor will, at Licensor’s sole option,
offer to Licensee (1) access to additional Content not presently licensed to Licensee, with an
approximate value equal to or greater the value of the discontinued Individual eBooks based on the
prices in Section 3.1 below, or (2) a refund in the amount of the value of the discontinued Individual
eBooks based on the prices in Section 3.1 below

3. Archive Content

3.1. Individual eBooks

e-ISBN Title Affiliated collection Copyright
year

1 978-0-387-21691-1 Human Body Dynamics Biomedical and Life
Sciences 2000

2 978-1-4612-4866-8 Frontiers in Biomechanics Biomedical and Life
Sciences 1986

3 978-1-4613-8425-0 Cell Mechanics and Cellular
Engineering

Biomedical and Life
Sciences 1994

4 978-1-4612-1150-1 Hearing by Whales and Dolphins Biomedical and Life
Sciences 2000

5 978-3-642-72002-4 Quantum Dots Chemistry and Materials
Science 1998

6 978-3-642-61001-1
VLSI Chip Design with
theHardware Description
Language VERILOG

Computer Science 1996

7 978-1-4757-3264-1 The Nature of Statistical
Learning Theory Computer Science 2000

8 978-3-662-05131-3 Waves in the Ocean and
Atmosphere

Earth and Environmental
Science 2003

9 978-1-4757-2341-0 An Introduction to Signal
Detection and Estimation Engineering 1994

10 978-0-387-22899-0 Verilog: Frequently Asked
Questions Engineering 2004

11 978-3-642-88163-3 Self-Organization and
AssociativeMemory Physics and Astronomy 1989

12 978-3-642-58229-5 Computational Techniques for
Fluid Dynamics 1 Physics and Astronomy 1998

13 978-1-4612-3350-3 The Quantum Hall Effect Physics and Astronomy 1990

14 978-3-642-58239-4 Computational Techniques for
Fluid Dynamics 2 Physics and Astronomy 1991

15 978-3-662-02403-4 Electronic Properties of Doped
Semiconductors Physics and Astronomy 1984

16 978-3-642-81500-3 Electromagnetic Theory of
Gratings Physics and Astronomy 1980

17 978-0-387-21655-3 Fundamentals of Ocean
Acoustics Physics and Astronomy 2003
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18 978-0-230-00070-4 Opium, Soldiers and
Evangelicals Palgrave History Collection 2004

19 978-0-230-55480-1 Women, Gender and
Enlightenment Palgrave History Collection 2005

20 978-0-230-61787-2 State versus Gentry in Late Ming
Dynasty China, 1572–1644 Palgrave History Collection 2009

21 978-1-4039-8158-5 Italian Colonialism Palgrave History Collection 2005

22 978-0-230-28201-8 The Femme Fatale: Images,
Histories, Contexts

Palgrave Media & Culture
Collection 2010

23 978-1-4039-3782-7 Multiculturalism in Latin America Palgrave Political & Intern.
Studies Collection 2002

24 978-0-230-50569-8
Anti-Apartheid and the
Emergence of a Global Civil
Society

Palgrave Political & Intern.
Studies Collection 2006

25 978-1-349-63240-4 Japanese Political History Since
the Meiji Restoration, 1868-2000

Palgrave Political & Intern.
Studies Collection 2001

26 978-0-230-28638-2 Women’s Movements in
International Perspective

Palgrave Political & Intern.
Studies Collection 2001

27 978-0-230-50900-9 The Politics and Government of
Switzerland

Palgrave Political & Intern.
Studies Collection 2004

28 978-1-4039-7936-0 The Myth of the Military-Nation Palgrave Political & Intern.
Studies Collection 2004

29 978-1-4039-7837-0 International Immigration Policy Palgrave Political & Intern.
Studies Collection 2004

30 978-0-230-61108-5 The Republican Party and
Immigration Politics

Palgrave Political & Intern.
Studies Collection 2008

31 978-1-4039-7678-9

Gender Policies in Japan and
theUnited States:
ComparingWomen’s
Movements, Rights andPolitics

Palgrave Social & Cultural
Studies Collection 2003

32 978-1-4039-8339-8 Identity Politics Reconsidered Palgrave Social & Cultural
Studies Collection 2006

33 978-1-4039-7723-6 Action Figures Palgrave Social & Cultural
Studies Collection 2006

34 978-1-4039-8308-4 Cinema Anime Palgrave Social & Cultural
Studies Collection 2006

35 978-0-230-10744-1 Musical Migrations Palgrave Social & Cultural
Studies Collection 2003

36 978-1-4039-1411-8
Gender and the Politics of
Rights and Democracy in Latin
America

Palgrave Social & Cultural
Studies Collection 2002

37 978-1-137-06163-8 Operatic China Palgrave Social & Cultural
Studies Collection 2006

3.2. For the Individual eBooks listed above, Licensee may engage in the activities described in Section 2.1.3
of the General Terms and Conditions with full eBooks as well as chapters of eBooks, provided that it is
in compliance with all other conditions of that clause

3.3. Subject to Licensor’s MyCopy policies, Authorized Users may use Licensor’s MyCopy service for any of
the English-language Individual eBooks suitable for digital printing. Licensor’s MyCopy policies can be
found at: https://www.springernature.com/gp/librarians/products/product-types/books/my-copy
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General Terms and Conditions for Electronic Products

These General Terms and Conditions are part of and incorporated into the License Agreement by
and between Licensor and Licensee.

1. Definitions

1.1 “Affiliate” means a party controlling, controlled by, or under common control with another party,
where “control” means the direct or indirect ownership of at least fifty percent (50%) of the stock or
other equity interest of a party.

1.2 “Authorized Users” means Licensee’s full- and part- time faculty members, students, staff,
researchers, contractors (provided that use by a contractor of Licensee is authorized solely to the
extent it is for the benefit of Licensee, and not for the benefit of the contractor or any third party)
regardless of the physical location of such persons, and authorized walk-in users.

1.3 “Commencement Date” means the date from which Licensee is granted access to the Content
under individual Product Terms with respect to the Content identified in such Product Terms.

1.4 “Content” means the journals, books, archives, databases and all other materials (including the
constituent items thereof) identified in the Product Terms and which are licensed to Licensee under
this License Agreement.

1.5 “Perpetual Access” means Licensee’s continuing access to the Content after the Term, subject
always to all provisions of this License Agreement, excluding, however, the obligation to pay License
Fees.

1.6 “Licensee” means Regents of the University of California, a non-profit academic institution, with
its principal offices at: California Digital Library.

1.7 “Licensor” means Springer Customer Service Center, LLC, acting on its own behalf and/or on
behalf of certain of its Affiliates.

1.8 “Platforms” means Licensor’s websites and other content delivery systems used by Licensee and
Authorized Users to access Licensor’s content pursuant to this License Agreement.

1.9 “Product” means the specific category of Content identified in individual Product Terms.

1.10 “Product Terms” mean the terms and conditions applicable to specific categories of Content.

1.11 “Term” means the effective period of this License Agreement for an individual Product, as set
forth in the Product Terms, including any renewal term.

2. Grant and Scope of License

2.1 Subject to Licensee’s compliance with the License Agreement, and except as otherwise stated
herein, Licensor hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive, worldwide, revocable and non-transferable
license to:

2.1.1 permit Authorized Users to access the Content for the duration and in the manner set
forth in the License Agreement, including unlimited and simultaneous user access to the
Content subject to the scope of access and other restrictions set forth in this License
Agreement;

2.1.2 incorporate links on Licensee’s websites to the Content in full text format on the
Platforms, as long as access to the Content is limited to Authorized Users and industry
standard access controls are in place;
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2.1.3 transmit to another non-commercial library single items of Content only for personal
educational, scientific, or research purposes, a practice commonly called interlibrary loan. Such
transmission shall be by post, fax or secure electronic transmission, e.g. Ariel or NILDE; the
electronic file must retain the relevant copyright notice and be deleted immediately after
printing if such transaction is under Licensee’s control. The right set out in this clause does not
extend to centralized ordering facilities, such as document delivery systems, nor the distribution
of copies in such quantities as to substitute for a subscription or purchase of the distributed
Content.

2.1.4 charge a reasonable fee to cover costs of copying or printing portions of Content for
Authorized Users.

2.1.5 Nothing in this License Agreement, including but not limited to Authorized Uses, shall be
interpreted to diminish the rights and privileges of the Licensee or Authorized Users with
respect to any of the Content, including exceptions or limitations to the exclusive rights of
copyright owners, such as fair use, under Section 107 of the U.S. Copyright Act. In the event
that any Content included in the Product is in the public domain or has been issued under a
Creative Commons or other open license, Licensor shall not place access, use or other
restrictions on that content beyond those found in the open license, where applicable.

2.2 Authorized Users may, solely for their personal educational, scientific, or research purposes:

2.2.1 access (including by remote access, with the exception of walk-in-users), browse, view,
collate, display, search and retrieve the Content,

2.2.2 download, store on a hard drive or removable media drive, print and copy in paper and
digital form single articles, chapters or other individual items of the Content,

2.2.3 use single articles, chapters or other individual items of the Content for the preparation of
academic course materials, course packs, course reserves, and for classroom use, with all
rights notices duly presented.

2.2.4 transmit to third-party colleague using either (i) the Springer Nature Sharedit functionality
as described at http://www.springernature.com/gp/researchers/shareditor (ii) other means,
reasonable amounts of the Content, for personal, scholarly, educational, or research materials
but in no case for commercial purposes nor in any manner or magnitude as to act as a
replacement for that research colleague‘s own subscription to the Content.

2.2.5 Nothing in this License Agreement shall be construed to eliminate, limit, or otherwise alter
the exercise of any rights, including open access rights, possessed by authors who are
Authorized Users of Licensee (“Authors”), including work (“Author’s Content”) that is governed
by a separate agreement or agreements between Author, Licensor, Customer, Licensee,
granting agency, or other third party.

3. Prohibited Uses

3.1 Neither Licensee nor Authorized Users shall:

3.1.1 remove, obscure or alter any copyright or other notices, trademarks, logos, service marks
or any other proprietary rights appearing in or on the Content,

3.1.2 except as permitted by applicable law or this License Agreement, update, change, revise,
adapt, modify, translate, transform or create any derivative work of the Content,

3.1.3 except as permitted by Section 2 or by applicable law or this License Agreement, re-
distribute, reproduce, or transmit the Content by any means including electronic (e. g., via
e-mail, FTP) nor post it on personal or public websites or on public networks,

3.1.4 systematically download any Content, use routines designed to continuously and
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automatically search and index the Content (full text and meta data), such as web-crawling or
spider programs, or engage in any activity likely to unreasonably burden the Platforms, except
as expressly allowed in this License Agreement,

3.1.5 directly or indirectly use or assist any third party to use the Content for any commercial or
monetary purposes including without limitation any sale, resale, loan, transfer or upload of the
Content to a commercial entity’s internet website, or otherwise charge a fee for access. For the
avoidance of doubt, academic research conducted by Licensee and Authorized Users that is
supported by a commercial entity shall not be considered use for commercial purposes; or

3.1.6 otherwise use the Content in a manner that would infringe the copyright or other
proprietary rights contained therein.

4. Rights and Obligations of Licensor

4.1 Licensor may control access to the Content through Internet Protocol (“IP”) authentication or
another identification method reasonably agreed to by Licensor and Licensee. The use of proxy
servers is authorized as long as any proxy server IP addresses provided limit remote or off-campus
access to Authorized Users. Authorized IP Addresses are listed in the License Agreement. An
updated list will be sent to Licensor on an annual or as needed basis. Licensee and Licensor shall
cooperate in the implementation of new authentication protocols and procedures (such as Shibboleth)
as they are developed during the term of this License Agreement. Access conditions and
authentication shall be set forth in the License Agreement.

Where Licensor provides alternative methods of access and authentication beyond the
Licensee-administered methods described herein, e.g. by allowing users to establish a personal login
from an on-campus IP address (thereby enabling access via username and password when logging in
to a vendor website) or device authentication, which affiliates the device or application by use of a
token, cookie, or vendor-managed proxy prefix, Licensee will not be responsible nor liable for claims
of breach or validity of such use.

4.2 Licensor reserves the right to monitor, investigate and analyze Licensor’s own logfiles and any
related usage data maintained by Licensor to detect misuse of the Content. Licensee agrees to
reasonably cooperate with Licensor in any investigation of alleged misuse of the Content, subject to
Licensee’s own obligations to preserve the privacy of Authorized Users.

4.3 Where feasible, Licensor shall collect data on usage of the Content and process these according
to the most recent project COUNTER Code of Practice or Release 4 and according to applicable
privacy and data protection laws (the “Usage Data”). Upon the release of a new mandatory
COUNTER Code of Practice, Licensor shall make commercially reasonable efforts to comply with the
implementation time frame specified by COUNTER to provide use statistics in the new standard
format. The Usage Data with monthly breakdowns, including both composite systemwide use data
and data for individual campuses and labs, will be made available for download by Licensee through
a secure website, provided that these statistics are for the Licensee’s own internal use or for their
educational, scientific, or research purposes, and Licensor shall not be required to disclose any
information to the Licensee which it is prohibited from disclosing to the Licensee due to any legal or
regulatory constraint imposed upon it, including without limitation any applicable privacy or data
protection legislation or regulations or contractual obligations.

Licensor shall not provide Licensee’s usage statistics, except in an aggregated or anonymized form,
to any third party without the Licensee’s written authorization, unless the third party owns rights in the
Content. In all cases, the disclosure of such data shall fully protect the anonymity of individual users
and the confidentiality of their searches, and will comply with all applicable privacy laws. The Licensor
shall not disclose or sell to other parties usage data or information about the Licensee or its
Authorized Users without the Licensee’s express written permission or as required by law.

4.4 Licensor shall use commercially reasonable efforts to provide online access to the Content
through the Platforms, subject to periodic unavailability due to (a) unexpected technical issues outside
of Licensor’s control, (b) server and software maintenance; and to restore access to the Content as
promptly as possible in the event of an interruption or suspension of access to the Platforms. Licensor
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shall use reasonable efforts to provide continuous service seven (7) days a week with an average of
98% up-time per month. In the event that Licensor ceases to provide access to Perpetual Access
and/or Archive Content as a standard offering through the Platforms, Licensor shall provide such
Content to Licensee on physical media or through other means, including, without limitation, access
through the digital preservation services referred to in Section 4.5 below, to the extent Licensor’s
rights to the Content permit.

4.5 Licensor cooperates with, and participates in a number of digital preservation services provided by
e.g. CLOCKSS, LOCKSS and Portico for the preservation of certain online products of Licensor. In
the case of a triggering event set forth in Licensor’s agreements with the digital preservation services,
Licensee shall be entitled to access the Content pursuant to such agreements.

Licensor and Licensee agree that the terms of Licensor’s participation in the above-referenced
agreements with digital preservation services may change from time to time. In the event the Licensor
discontinues or changes the terms of its participation in a third-party archiving service, the Licensor
shall notify the Licensee in advance, and shall use best efforts to establish alternative arrangements
for trusted archiving and Perpetual Access to the Content.

4.6 Licensor reserves the right to discontinue publication or distribution of any part of the Content and
to withdraw, edit, amend or retract any part of the Content to which it no longer retains the right to
publish or which it reasonably believes is incorrect or may give rise to a legal claim.

4.7 Licensor retains all right, title, and interest in and to the Content, except as with respect to Content
that is open access or in the public domain, and nothing in this License Agreement shall be
interpreted to transfer from the Licensor or its suppliers to the Licensee or Authorized Users
ownership of any trademarks, patent rights, copyrights, and rights to any ideas and designs relating to
the Content, the Platforms, and all software used to access the same.

4.8 Licensor will comply with the most current version of the OpenURL standard (ANSI/NISA Z39.88),
and will provide a mechanism for persistent links to Content.

4.9 In the event that Licensor requires Authorized Users to agree to additional terms relating to the
use of the Content (commonly referred to as “click-through” or “clickwrap” licenses), or otherwise
attempts to impose terms on Authorized Users through online terms and conditions invoked by the
mere use or viewing of the Content, such terms shall not materially differ from the provisions of this
License Agreement. In the event of any conflict between the click-through terms or online terms and
conditions and this License Agreement, the terms of this License Agreement shall prevail. For the
avoidance of doubt, Authorized Users are not a party to this License Agreement.

4.10. Licensor will offer reasonable levels of continuing support to assist Licensee and Authorized
Users in use of the Content. Licensor will make its personnel available by email and/or phone during
Licensee’s regular business hours, Monday through Friday, for feedback, problem-solving, or general
questions and will respond in a timely manner.

4.11 Licensor will provide to Licensee and Authorized Users commercially reasonable training relating
to the use of the Content. Licensor also will provide additional training to Licensee staff if made
necessary by any updates or modifications to the Platforms.

4.12 The Licensor will provide to the Licensee, prior to the beginning of the calendar year within the
current term, an itemized holdings report in spreadsheet format that specifies the titles included in the
Content for the next subscription term. Licensor will use reasonable efforts to update itemized
holdings reports as soon as is practicable when holdings information changes, and will provide this
information to Discovery Service Systems in a timely manner and to Licensee on request. If the
Content includes content covered by the NISO Knowledge Bases And Related Tools (KBART)
Recommended Practice,[1] Licensor will provide itemized holdings lists for the Content in KBART-
compliant format, including a column/field for dates (YYYY-MM) of additions.

4.13 Licensor acknowledges that personally identifiable information, including but not limited to log-ins
recorded in system logs IP addresses of patrons accessing the system, saved searches, usernames
and passwords (“Personally Identifiable Information”), is confidential and subject to the provisions of
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Section 8 herein under. Licensor will notify Licensee and Authorized Users as soon as is practicable if
the Licensor’s systems are breached and the confidentiality of Personally Identifiable Information is
compromised.

4.14 In the event that Licensor utilizes or implements any type of digital rights management (DRM)
technology to control the access to or usage of the Content, Licensor will provide to Licensee a
description of the technical specifications of the DRM and how it impacts access to or usage of the
Content. In no event may such Digital Rights Management Technology be used in such a way as to
limit the usage rights of a Licensee or any Authorized User as specified in this License Agreement or
under applicable law.

4.15 In the event that Licensor utilizes any type of watermarking technology for any element of the
Content, Licensor agrees that watermarks will not reduce readability of content and will not degrade
image quality. These watermarks shall not contain user-related information, including but not limited
to an account number, IP address, and usernames. If digital watermarking technology is
implemented, Licensor will notify Licensee at least thirty (30) days in advance of implementation, and
Licensor will provide the technical specifications for the technology used.

4.16 Licensor will use reasonable efforts to ensure that the Content is accessible and interoperable
with prevailing web browsers and internet access tools, including, at a minimum, the most recent two
major versions (current version and one version prior) and all the associated releases for those
versions.

4.17 Licensor will provide Licensee the option to brand the Licensor’s Platform with the name of the
Licensee and/or Participating Institutions at Licensee’s discretion.

4.18 In the event that Licensor offers an open access option within the Content to its authors, and
such Content is not included under Open Access Publishing Product terms, Licensee may request
reports annually regarding such Content from Licensor of the number of works (such as articles)
published under the open access option by all authors.

5. Rights and Obligations of Licensee

5.1 Licensee shall implement reasonable measures, including industry standard physical,
administrative, and technical measures, to (a) restrict access and use of the Content to Authorized
Users as permitted under this License Agreement (b) maintain the security and integrity of the
Content accessible on or through Licensee’s network, and (c) ensure that Authorized Users are
notified of and comply with the usage restrictions set forth in this License Agreement. Licensee shall
terminate access for any individual who ceases to be an Authorized User for any reason. In the event
that Licensor is required to manage or receive the Personally Identifiable Information of Authorized
Users in the fulfillment of its obligations under this License Agreement, then Licensee shall obtain, if
applicable, all necessary approvals and consent as required by law.

5.2 Licensee shall promptly inform Licensor of any breaches in security in Licensee’s network or its
accounts which may result in unauthorized access to the Content of which it becomes aware.

5.3 If Licensee becomes aware of any unauthorized use of the Content by an Authorized User or third
party, Licensee shall promptly inform Licensor and shall take appropriate steps to ensure that such
activity ceases and to prevent its recurrence, including suspending access of any Authorized User
accessing or using the Content in violation of this License Agreement, or terminating access of an
Authorized User for repeat or severe violations.

6. License Fees

6.1 Licensee shall pay the fees set forth in the License Agreement (the “License Fees”).

6.2 The parties acknowledge that no sales, value added, or similar use taxes currently apply to the
License Fees. In the event that such taxes become applicable, then Licensor shall provide to
Licensee an appropriate invoice as required by the law.
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6.3 The License Fee, or any portion thereof, may be invoiced by a Licensor Affiliate, or by an agent
designated by Licensor. Payment will be deemed made when received (I) by Licensor, (ii) a Licensor
Affiliate, (iii) an agent designated by Licensor, or, (iv) with Licensor’s prior written consent, an agent
designated by Licensee.

7. Term and Termination

7.1 Either Licensor or Licensee may terminate the License Agreement immediately upon written
notice to the other party (including, with respect to Licensee, a Participating Institution) if the other
party materially breaches this License Agreement and fails to cure such breach within sixty (60) days
after written notice from the non-breaching party specifying the breach in reasonable detail.

Once this License Agreement ends, by early termination or otherwise, the Licensor may terminate
access to the Content by Licensee and Authorized users, subject to the Product Terms applicable to
that Content, including any Perpetual Access terms. In addition, authorized copies of Content made
by Authorized Users may be retained for educational purposes and used subject to the terms of this
License Agreement.

7.2 Either Licensor or Licensee may terminate the License Agreement immediately upon written
notice to the other party if (a) a petition in bankruptcy or for a reorganization or arrangement pursuant
to the bankruptcy laws is filed by the other party, or (b) a petition in bankruptcy or for reorganization or
arrangement pursuant to the bankruptcy laws is filed against the other party and such petition is not
dismissed within 90 days, or (c) an order is entered directing the liquidation of the other party, or (d)
the other party becomes insolvent, or (e) the other party assigns all or substantially all its assets for
the benefit of creditors, or (f) the other party shall apply for, or consent to, the appointment of a
receiver, trustee or liquidator for all, or a substantial part, of its assets, or (g) the other party ceases
paying its debts on a regular basis, unless prohibited by applicable law.

7.3 In the event Licensee fails to pay the License Fee for Content provided under one or more
Product Terms, and fails to cure such non-payment within sixty (60) calendar days following notice
from Licensor, Licensor may, in its sole discretion, either (a) immediately and without further notice
suspend access to the Content licensed under such Product Terms or (b) terminate the License
Agreement pursuant to Section 7.1, either in its entirety, or solely with respect to the Content licensed
under such Product Terms.

A Licensee may opt out of this License Agreement without penalty due to material financial hardship
by giving Springer written notice of termination (including the reasons for opting-out) as soon as is
reasonably possible, but in any case, no less than 30 days prior to the end of any year of the Term,
effective as of the end of the current year of the Term. Such Licensee’s License Fees will be deducted
from the total annual License Fees under this License Agreement effective as of beginning of the
following year of the Term. In the event a Licensee does not terminate as set forth above, all payment
obligations of such Licensee will remain in effect. For the avoidance of doubt, any such opt-out shall
not affect any rights and obligations of the parties prior to the opt-out.

7.4 In the case of unauthorized use which is causing serious and immediate material harm to the
Licensor, Licensor may temporarily suspend access to the Content, provided that Licensor
immediately notifies the Licensee of any such suspension, including the reason for the block and any
supporting details. Such temporary suspensions will be of the shortest duration possible sufficient to
terminate the alleged unauthorized activity and prevent its resumption.

7.5 In the event of termination or expiration of the License Agreement for any reason, the following
shall apply with respect to Access-Only Content or in the event of termination for material breach by
Licensee only:, (a) the license grant shall terminate with regard to the Content, (b) Licensee shall
discontinue accessing the Content via the Platforms, and (c) Licensee shall delete or destroy all
copies of the Content on electronic and physical storage mediums. For the avoidance of doubt, the
foregoing requirements shall not apply with respect to a Product with Perpetual Access specified in
the applicable Product Terms. All indemnification, confidentiality, and payment obligations in the
License Agreement up to the termination date shall survive such termination or expiration.

7.6 In the event of early termination permitted by this License Agreement, for a material breach by the
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Licensor, Licensee shall be entitled to a refund of a pro-rata portion of fees thereof paid by Licensee
for any remaining period of the License Agreement from the date of termination.

8. Confidentiality of Personally Identifiable Information

The Licensor agrees that no personally identifiable information, including but not limited to log-ins
recorded in system logs IP addresses of patrons accessing the system, saved searches, usernames
and passwords, will be shared with third parties, except in response to a subpoena, court order, or
other legal requirement. If Licensor is compelled by law or court order to disclose personally
identifiable information of Authorized Users of patterns of use, Licensor shall provide the Licensee
with adequate prior written notice as soon as is practicable, so that Licensee or Authorized Users may
seek protective orders or other remedies. Licensor will notify Licensee and Authorized Users as soon
as is practicable if the Licensor’s systems are breached and the confidentiality of personally
identifiable information is compromised.

9. Representations, Warranties, Indemnification

9.1 Licensor represents and warrants that (a) it has sufficient rights in and to the Content as granted
herein, and (b) use of the Content by Licensee in accordance with the License Agreement shall not
infringe or violate any copyright, trademark, or right of privacy or publicity of any third party.

9.2 Licensor agrees to provide Licensor’s VPAT in order to demonstrate that the Content complies
with California and federal disabilities laws and regulations.

9.3 Licensor shall not be liable for any damages caused by (a) use of the Content by Licensee or any
Authorized User other than as expressly permitted under this License Agreement; (b) any failure or
malfunction resulting wholly or to any material extent from the Licensee's and/or Authorized User’s
willful misconduct, negligence, operator error, use other than in accordance with user documentation
made available by Licensor; (c) failure by Licensee to implement recommendations previously
advised by Licensor in respect of, or solutions for, faults in the Content or the Platforms; or (d) the
decompilation or modification of the Content or its merger with any other program by any person other
than Licensor.

9.4 Licensor shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless Licensee, its Affiliates, successors,
Participating Institutions, and Authorized Users and assigns from and against any and all third party
claims, demands, obligations, costs, losses and liabilities, (including reasonable attorney fees if a
defense is not provided by Licensor) incurred by Licensee which arise out of a violation of Licensor’s
representations and warranties set forth herein, subject to the conditions that Licensee (a) notify
Licensor immediately upon becoming aware of any such third-party claim, (b) not attempt to
compromise or settle the claim, (c) provide Licensor with all reasonably requested information and
assistance, and (d) permit Licensor to have sole conduct of the defense and/or settlement of such
claim with counsel of Licensor’s choice at its expense.

9.5 EXCEPT FOR THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES AND INDEMNITIES STATED HEREIN AND TO
THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, LICENSOR PROVIDES THE CONTENT "AS IS"
AND MAKES NO OTHER REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY. LICENSOR EXPRESSLY
DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY CLAIM ARISING FROM OR OUT OF THE CONTENT,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY ERRORS, INACCURACIES, OMISSIONS, OR DEFECTS
CONTAINED THEREIN, AND ANY IMPLIED OR EXPRESS WARRANTY AS TO
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. LICENSOR SHALL NOT BE
LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY
DAMAGES, EVEN IF IT HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
LICENSOR’S LIABILITY FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS UNDER THIS AGREEMENT IS LIMITED TO
THE LICENSE FEES ACTUALLY PAID TO LICENSOR IN THE 12-MONTH PERIOD IMMEDIATELY
PRECEDING THE EVENT GIVING RISE TO A CLAIM.

9.6 Licensee represents and warrants that (a) it has the requisite authority to enter into this License
Agreement and (b) if acting on behalf of Licensee, (i) it is fully and unconditionally authorized so to act
and to bind such entities to this License Agreement, and (ii) it has provided a copy of the License
Agreement to Licensee or afforded Licensee the opportunity to review provisions of the License
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Agreement applicable to Licensee.

10. General

10.1 Licensor may assign its rights or delegate its obligations, or any part thereof under the License
Agreement, or use subcontractors without the prior consent of Licensee. Licensor will require any
such party comply with Licensor’s obligations under this License Agreement. Licensee may not assign
its rights or delegate its obligations or any part thereof under the License Agreement without the prior
written consent of Licensor. Any attempt by Licensee to assign or delegate any rights or obligations
set forth in the License Agreement without Licensor’s prior written consent shall be null and void.

10.2 Except for any obligations to make payments to the other party hereunder, either party’s delay or
failure to perform any term or condition of the License Agreement as a result of conditions beyond its
control such as, but not limited to, wars, invasions, hostilities (whether war is declared or not), terrorist
threats or acts, epidemics, strikes, fires, floods, earthquakes, explosions, acts of God, governmental
restrictions, market manipulations, actions, orders or laws, embargos or blockades in effect on or after
the Effective Date of this License Agreement, national or regional emergencies, power failures, or
damage or destruction of any network facilities or servers, shall not be deemed a breach of the
License Agreement or a basis for liability.

10.3 If any covenant or other provision of the License Agreement is invalid, illegal or incapable of
being enforced, by reason of any rule of law or public policy, all other covenants and provisions shall
nevertheless remain in full force and effect.

10.4 Entire Agreement; Modification: This License Agreement supersedes and replaces all prior
agreements and understandings, whether written or oral, between the parties concerning the subject
matter hereof. This License Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties
concerning its subject matter and cannot be modified, nor may any or its provisions be waived, except
in a writing signed by both parties. Failure or delay of either party to enforce any of its rights under this
License Agreement is not deemed a modification or a waiver by such party of any of its rights
hereunder. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Licensee and Participating Institutions shall retain
Perpetual Access to Perpetual Access Content for all prior years governed by a previous License
Agreement.

10.5 In case of a conflict or ambiguity between these General Terms and Conditions and the Product
Terms, the Product Terms shall prevail. In the event this License Agreement is translated into a
language other than English, the English-language version of this License Agreement shall prevail in
the event of any conflict between the English-language version and the translated version.

10.6 The License Agreement and the rights and obligations of the parties hereto shall be construed,
interpreted and determined in accordance with the laws of California, excluding any such laws that
might direct the application of the laws of another jurisdiction.

10.7 In the event of any dispute or controversy arising out of or relating to this License Agreement, the
parties agree to exercise good faith efforts to resolve the dispute as soon as possible. In the event
that the parties cannot, by exercise of their good faith efforts, resolve the dispute, they shall submit
the dispute to informal mediation, as further described below in this paragraph. The parties shall
continue to perform their respective obligations under this License Agreement that are not affected by
the dispute. The party invoking mediation shall give to the other party written notice of its decision to
seek informal mediation, and the notice must include a description of the issues subject to the dispute
and a proposed resolution thereof. Designated representatives of both parties shall attempt to resolve
the dispute within five (5) working days after such notice. If those designated representatives annot
resolve the dispute, the parties shall meet at a mutually agreeable location and describe the dispute
and their respective proposals for resolution to responsible executives of the disputing parties, who
shall act in good faith to resolve the dispute.

If the dispute is not resolved within thirty (30) calendar days of the meeting among the parties’
executives, either party may pursue a legal action in court. The exclusive jurisdiction and venue for
any and all actions arising out of or brought under the License Agreement is in a state court of
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competent jurisdiction, situated in Alameda County, California (or, if applicable, the federal court
located in the Northern District of California). During such court action, the parties shall continue to
perform their respective obligations under this License Agreement that are not affected by the dispute.
EACH PARTY WAIVES ANY RIGHT IT MAY HAVE TO A JURY TRIAL, OBJECTION TO VENUE OR
INCONVENIENT FORUM.

10.8 All notices given pursuant to the License Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be deemed
given (a) if by hand delivery, upon receipt thereof; or (b) if internationally recognized courier service
upon confirmed delivery, or (c) if by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, upon the
earlier of receipt or five (5) days after posting. Notice to Licensor shall be to the then-current licensing
manager at the address set forth above with a copy to Springer Nature, Licensing Control, Van
Godewijckstraat 30, 3311 GX, P.O. Box 17, 3300 AA Dordrecht, The Netherlands. Notice to Customer
shall be to the address set forth in the License Details. Any notices given under this License
Agreement may also be sent by email to the recipient’s email address specified in the License Details
or the email address of the licensing manager, as the case may be.

10.9 This contract is solely for Licensor’s, Licensee’s, and Participating Institutions’ benefit. It is not for
the benefit of any other person, except for permitted successors and assigns under this contract.

[1] http://www.niso.org/workrooms/kbart
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